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C2G is an industry leading manufacturer of high performance cabling and end-to-end connectivity solutions 
serving a variety of commercial markets—including corporate, digital signage, education, healthcare, home theater, 
and hospitality. Our mission is to simplify connectivity through innovative products and services. As a brand of 
Legrand, C2G brings a complete portfolio of products and solutions including Audio/Video & PC, Data Connectivity, 
Physical Infrastructure, and Power Management—all designed for installation in Data Centers, Networks, and Work 
Spaces or to connect a broad range of Devices. 
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Luxul is the leading innovator of simple-to-deploy professional grade IP networking solutions for use by custom 
installation professionals. Designed for use in both residential and commercial environments, the Luxul family 
offers a complete line of solutions that simplify network design and deployment—resulting in a scalable network 
that is both powerful and easy to install. 
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Through the design of effective, efficient and innovative Cablofil wire mesh cable trays, Legrand, the leader in wire 
mesh cable tray, provides the highest quality cable management solutions for any situation.

Cablofil®
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Legrand designs, manufactures and delivers quality, market-leading cabinets, power and cooling. Our Electrorack 
product line is uniquely designed to provide standard solutions and built-to-requirements capabilities, delivering 
the right solution for your facility.

Electrorack®
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Middle Atlantic Products is part of the Commercial AV division of Legrand, North America, and has manufactured 
exceptional support and protection products to mount integrated AV systems in Residential, Commercial, 
Broadcast, and Security applications since 1979. All of our products are designed and engineered in the US to 
maximize system reliability and to meet the needs of installers; from thermal considerations and built-in cable 
management, to pre-installed washers on our rack screws, we build in ways to save time and simplify the job. 
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Nuvo whole home audio systems guarantee an unparalleled listening experience, with wired and wireless 
distributed audio solutions specially designed to match incredible fidelity with the latest in streaming source variety 
and intuitive control. Easy to install, easier to enjoy, Nuvo systems are the perfect fit for any home.

Nuvo®

From foundation to fully integrated home technology solutions, On-Q provides innovative, practical home 
technology and structured wiring products, systems, and solutions designed for the 21st century home. On-Q 
products include a complete line of innovative home networking, intercom, camera, audio, and lighting control 
systems designed to seamlessly integrate into any living space or decor.
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On-Q®
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Legrand is a global leader in network infrastructure solutions, with a broad range of copper and fiber connectivity, 
racks, cabinets and cable management. The Ortronics product line features flexible, efficient solutions, united by 
superior design, to ensure that your data center or building network operates flawlessly.

Ortronics®
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Productivity. Reliability. Safety. They’re the key components of every Pass & Seymour electrical wiring device 
innovation. And these innovations can be found in countless commercial, residential and industrial installations. 
From switches and receptacles, to plug load controls and USB chargers, Pass & Seymour electrical wiring devices 
are designed to work for you.
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Pass & Seymour®
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Quiktron products have served the datacomm and telecommunications industries for more than 20 years, with a 
selection of copper and fiber products ranging from simple to complex.

Quiktron®
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From the beginning, our focus was to be the premier manufacturer of superior lighting products.  Our products 
offer the design professional a complete palette of integrated products that breathe life into architectural spaces 
for design that lasts.  Pinnacle’s specification grade products are suited for a broad range of applications, and our 
integrated product line allows designers to create multi-level lighting scenarios using various luminaires from our 
extensive offering.
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QMotion goes beyond industry standards to reach new heights in innovation.  QMotion’s shading systems are 
designed with both form and function in mind. QMotion is the only automated window treatment company in the 
market offering a patented manual override feature, allowing our products to be operated by hand, remote or a 
smart device - an industry exclusive. At QMotion it is more than just developing a window solution, it is about a 
lifestyle solution.
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The Wattstopper line of products offers energy efficient lighting controls for commercial and residential use. 
Helping customers find convenient ways to save energy, meet green initiatives, and comply with energy codes with 
its wide range of products, programs, and services.

Wattstopper®
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Wiremold is the industry’s largest provider of end-to-end wire & cable management and pathway innovations to 
get from point A to point B. These innovative wire and cable management products work together seamlessly to 
save installation time, while providing enhanced flexibility and productivity in environments ranging from residential 
dwellings and educational institutions to meeting rooms and healthcare facilities.

Wiremold®
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As a part of Legrand, a global leader in electrical and electronic systems, Vantage has developed control and 
automation solutions specifically tailored toward luxury spaces for over 25 years.
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Raritan began developing KVM switches for IT professionals to manage servers remotely in 1985. Today, as  
a brand of Legrand, they are a leading provider of intelligent rack PDUs. Raritan PDUs and other intelligent  
power and energy monitoring products are transforming how companies manage their data center power chains.  
These solutions increase the reliability and intelligence of data centers in 9 of the top 10 Fortune 500  
technology companies.

Raritan


